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The Post-Vietnam Era Veterans' Educational Assistance
Proqram is a 5-year pilot program designed to Fomate and assist
the all-volunteer armed forces in attracting gualified persons
by offering educational assistance to young men and women who
niqht not otherwise be rble to afford an education. To be
eligible, a service member must elect to participate and agree
to contribute between S50 and $75 per month to an education
fund. This contribution is matched by S2 for every S1 by the
Veterans Administration (VA). Upon completion of his service,
the participant becomes eligible for monthly educational
assistance payments. Findings/Conclusions: Although the program
has been in effect for more than a year, the VA and the
Department of Defense had not issued comprehensive joint'
guidelines for implementation and administration of the prograB.
Interia guidelines were issued on a piecemeal basis by the
individual services. Information presented to eligible recruit3
varied among the services and, in some instances, was
inconsistent with the law. Two services Frcvided recruits with a
scheduled opportunity to make an allotment for the program
before their detailed briefing on the program. Some service
personnel responsible for program implementation appeared to
have a low opinion of the program. Of an arbitrary sample of
2,534 recruits questioned at nine facilities, '12 (about 20%)
indicated that they had enrolled in the program. Forty-eight
percent stated that they planned to enroll later; 395 stated
they had not decided on career goals; 36% contended that they
could not afford the contributions; and 35% stated that they
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intended to -omplete their education vhile in the service.
Recommendations: The Administrator of Veterans Affairs ard the
Secretary of Defense should take acticn to fia.alize and expedite
joint program regulations. The Secretary of Defense should: take
action to insure that program training materials and infermation
presented to recruits by the various services are consistent,.
complete, and accurate, and that recruits receive their indepth
briefing before their scheduled enrollient opportunity; and
monitor implementation of the program tk the various services to
determine the reasons for the disparity in participaticn rates.
(MRS)



REPORT BY THE

Comptroller General
OF THE UNITED STATES

Improvements Needed In
Implementation Of The Veterans'
Educational Assistance Program

At the request of the Senate Committee on
Veterans' Affairs, GAO reviewed the armed
services' efforts to aid and encourage uni-
formed personnel to participate in the Vet-
erans' Educational Assistance Program.

Implementation procedures established gv
each of the services, except the Coast Guard,
are adequate in terms of the number of times
recruits are exposed to the program. However,
some factors appear to have limited program
participation. These include

--failure of cognizant agencies to develop
comprehensive guidelines in a timely
manner,

--variances and inaccuracies in program
information provided to recruits,

--the timing and sequence of program
briefings, and

--a tow opinion of the program by some
of the personnel responsible for pro-
gram implementation.
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-.s' COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

WASHINGTON. D.C. 205~4

B-114859

The Honorable Alan Cranston
Chairman, Ccmmittee on Veterans' Affairs
United States Senate

Dear Mr. Chairman:

In response to your letter dated December 5, 1977, this
is our report, entitled "Improvements Needed in Implementa-
tion of the Veterans' Educational Assistance Program."

As arranged with your office, unless you publicly an-
nounce its contents earlier, we plan no further distribution
of this report until 10 days from the date of the report.
At that time we will send copies to interested parties and
make copies available to others upon request.

Sin _y yours"

Comptroller General
of the United States



COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S REPORT IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED IN

TO THE SENATE COMMITTEE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE VETERANS'

ON VETERANS' AFFAIRS EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

DIGEST

The Post-Vietnam Era Veterans' Educational
Assistance Program, implemented in January

1977, is a 5-year pilot program designed

to promote and assist the all-volunteer
Armed Forces program in attracting quali-

fied persons to serve by offering educa-
tional assistance to young men and women

who might not otherwise be able to afford

an education. To be eligible for the Pro-

gram, which is designed to replace the GI
Bill, a service member must elect to par-

ticipate and agree to contribute between
$50 and $75 per month to an education fund.
This contribution is matched $2 for every

$1 by the Veterans Administration (VA).

On completion of an initial tour of
duty or 6 years of service, whichever
is less, the participant becomes eli-
gible for monthly educational assistance
payments. (See p. 1.)

The Program implementation procedures estab-
lished by each of the armed services, except
the Coast Guard, are adequate in terms of
the number of times recruits are exposed to
the Program. However, several factors appear
to have limited Program participation.

--Although the Program had been in effect for
abcut 17 months at the conclusion of GAO's
fieldwork in May 1978, VA and the
Department of Defense (DOD) had not
issued comprehensive joint guidelines
for the implementation.and administration
of the Program. Interim guidelines were
developed by the individual services;
however, they were issued on a piecemeal
basis, tende& to be somewhat general in
nature, and contained inaccuracies. Without
adequate information on how the Program
would operate, recruits were not in a posi-
tion to make informed decisions on whether
to participate.

TeIar Sh. Upon removal. tne report
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--The Program information presented to eli-
gible recruits varied among the individual
armed services and, in some instances, was
inconsistent with the law. This was due,
in part, to inconsistencies in the limited
guidelines issued by VA and DOD and in-
accuracies in the interim guidelines issued
by the individual armed services. The in-
correct information presented to recruits
may tend to discourage or otherwise limit
participation in the Program.

--Two services provided recruits with a sched-
uled opportunity to make an allotment for the
Program before they received their detailed
briefing on the Program. As a result, they
were not in a position to make fully informed
decisions regarding participation. In another
service, delayed briefings and enrollment op-
portunities eliminated the opportunity for
3-year enlistees to take full advantage of
the Program.

--Some of the service personnel responsible for
Program implementatioc at the installations
visited appeared to have a low opinion of
the Program. Such opinions cannot help but
affect Program presentations and may tend
to limit or discourage Program enrollment.
(See pp. 5 to 14.)

GAO administered questionnaires to an arbi-
trarily chosen sample of recruits eligible to
participate in the Program at nine reception
stations and training centers to determine
current Program enrollment rates, compare
enrollees with nonenrollees, and determine
why recruits were electing not to participate.
Out of the 2,534 respondents, 512 or about
20 percent indicated that they had enrolled
in the Program. The 2,022 nonparticipating
respondents most frequently checked the
following reasons (some checked mere than
one reason) for not enrolling in :hc Program:

--48 percent stated they planned to enroll
later.

--39 .percent stated they had not decided upon
future educational goals.
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--36 percent stated they could not afford
to make the required contributions.

--35 percent stated they intended to complete
their education while in the sFrvice.

Most of the nonparticipants indicated that
they would have enrolled in the Program if
the minimum contribution were reduced to
$25 a month. (See pp. 14 and 15.)

RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO recommends that '.e Administrator of
Veterans Affairs and the Secretary of De-
fense take action to finalize and expedite
the distribution of the joint Program req-
ulations which were being developed by VA
and DOD at the conclusion of GAO's fieldwork.

GAO also recommends that the Secretary of
Defense

--take action to insure that Program train-
ing materials and information presented to
eligible recruits by the various services
are consistent, complete, and accurate,
and that the recruits receive their in-
depth Program briefing before their sched-
uled enrollment opportunity and

--monitor implementation of the Program by
the various services to determieat the
reasons for the present disparity in
participation rates.

GAO further recommends that the Commandant
of the Coast Guard establish procedures to
insure that all eligible recruits are
thoroughly briefed on the Program and are
provided with a scheduled opportunity to
enroll.

AGENCY COMMENTS

DOD, the Department of Transportation, and
VA generally concurred with the conclusions and
recommendations in this report and stated that
corrective actions are being taken. Detailed
comments from each of the above agencies are

:luded in appendixes IV, V, and VI.

Tar Shet iii
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The Post-Vietnam Era Veterans' Educational Assistance

Program (VEAP) was established by title IV of Public

Law 94-502, enacted October 15, 1976. According to the

authorizing legislation, the purposes of the program are

(1) to provide educational assistance to those men and women

who initially enter the Armed Forces 1/ after December 31,

1976, (2) to assist young men and women in obtaining an

education they might not otherwise be able to afford, and

(3) to promote and assist the all-volunteer military program

by attracting qualified men and women to serve in the Armed

Forces.

VEAP was created as a r.w "educational matching assist-

ance program" to replace the GI Bill which is not available

to individuals entering the services after December 31, 1976.

However, it is distinctly different from the previous program.

Pf. GRAM DESCRIPTION

To be eligible for VEAP benefits, the service member
must elect to participate and agree to have a monthly deduc-
tion made from his or her military pay. The deduction must
be between $5C and $75 per month, be divisible by 5, and
continue for at least 12 consecutive months (with two excep-
tions noted below), up to a maximum of $2,700. The service
member's contribution is deposited in an education fund ad-
ministered by the Veterans Administration (VA), and is
matched $2 for every $1 by VA. Thus, a participant may
accumulate an educational fund of $8,100 ($2,700 of his or
her own contributions and $5,400 from VA matching funds).
Also, VEAP legislation authorizes the Secretary of Defense,

at his option, to contribute additional amounts, as the
Secretary Aems necessary or appropriate, to a person's
education itnd as an incentive for him/her to enter or
remain in the Armed Forces.

l/Armed Forces as used in this report refers to the Army,
Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, ad Coast Guard. VEAP also

applies to employees of the Public Health Service and the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration; however,

at the rei, est of the Chairman, we limited our review to
the "Armed Forces" as defined above.
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A service member may discontinue enrollment or suspend
participation in VEAP at any time after contributing for
12 consecutive mut-hs. /This requirement of 12 consecutive
months of participation does ,-t apply under conditions of
personal hardship or where the participant is discharged or
released from active duty.) If a participant discontinues
enrollment before discharge or release from active duty,
his/her contribution is refunded on the date of discharge or
release or within 60 days of the date VA receives notice of
the person's intent to disenroll. A former participant who
discontinues enrollment after separation receives a refund
within 60 days of the date VA receives the application for
refund.

On completion of an initial tour of duty or 6 years of
service, whichever comes first, participants become eli-
gible for VEAP benefits. They are entitled to a maximum
of 36 monthly benefit payments (or equivalent part-time
benefit payments). If they enroll in an approved course of
study, VA pays a monthly benefit equal to the total amount
of contributions by the participant, VA, and the Secretary
of Defense divided by the number of months during which the
participant made contributions or 36, whichever is less.
Benefits for less than a full-time program of education are
prorated according to VA regulations. VEAP participants are
also eligible for VA's predischarge education program during
the last 6 months of their first enlistment and, if they
qualify, for VA education loans while pursuing a course of
study under VEAP.

VEAP benefits are available for use up to 10 years after
discharge or release from active duty. At the end of this
10-year period, any unused portion of the individual's ori-
ginal contribution is refunded by VA upon application by the
veteran.

VEAP is a 5-year pilot program. Unless the President
and the Congress agree that VEAP should be continued, new
enrollments will not be permitted after December 31, 1981.
If VEAP is continued beyond December 31, 1981, the Department
of Defense (DOD) will assume responsibility for its funding.

PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

All of the services have made provisions to inform pro-
spective recruits of VEAP by providing information on the
program to recruiters. These recruiters, who are generally
the prospective recruits' first contact with the service,
will provide information on VEAP if requested by the appli-
cant or if, in the recruiters' opinion, emphasizing educa-
tional benefits will make military service more attractive.
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Each of the four DOD components has implemented proce-
dures to inform recruits of VEAP at Armed Forces Examining
and Entrance Stations (AFEES), which are the facilities to
which enlistees report for their physical and mental ezami-
nations, counseling, induction into the service, and subse-
quent transport to Army reception stations, or Navy, Air
Force, or Marine Corps recruit training centers.

At the reception stations or recruit training centers,
recruits are again informed of VEAP. At these installations
they are given their first formally scheduled opportunity to
enroll in the program by authorizing a deduction from their
pay.

Several services have established procedures to inform
service members of VEAP on a recurring basis during their
tour of active duty. The Army, for example, requires that
service members be briefed on VEAP on arrival at their first
permanent duty station, annually thereafter, and at the time
they are discharged from active duty. The Air Force has pro-
cedures to reinform 4-year service members of VEAP during
their 12th month of service.

As discussed later in this report, the Coast Guard has
not established any formal procedures to routinely inform
eligible recruits of VEAP.

PROGRAM PARTICIPATION

During its first year of operation--January 1 through
December 31, 1977--approximately 15 percent of the eligible
service members enrolled in VEAP as shown in the table below.

Calendar Year 1977

No. eligible
Service (note a) No. enrolled Percent

Army 119,889 24,509 20
Navy 64,077 12,753 20
Marine Corps 32,410 2,568 8
Air Force 48,536 482 1
Coast Guard 3,829 256 7

Total 268,741 40,568 15

a/Includes only persons eligible for VEAP. We were informed
that many of the 1977 recruits qualified for the old GI
Bill by signing up under the Delayed Enlistment Program
prior to January 1, 1977.
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These percentages include rather low levels of participation
during the initial months of operation of the program and are
therefore not necessarily representative of the levels of
participation which may be expected after the program is
fully operational.

For example, a questionnaire given to a limited sample
of eligible recruits showed higher participation rates for
each service at the time of our visits to the various in-
stallations in January and Februa ,r 1978. The questionnaire
responses are discussed in more detail in chapter 2 and
appendixes II and III.

SCOPE OF REVIEW

We reviewed VEAP legislation and implementing instruc-
tions and interviewed responsible officials of VA and of each
service. We visited each reception station for enlisted per-
sonnel and observed the VEAP briefings which were given to
recruits. We also visited several AFEES and recruiting sta-
tions to determine what procedures were used to inform new
recruits of VEAP. During January and February 1978, in an
effort to determine current VEAP enrollment rates, compare
VEAP enrollees and nonenrollees, and gain some insight into
why more recruits had not enrolled in VEAP, we administered
questionnaires to 2,534 arbitrarily selected eligible recruits
at 9 reception stations and training centers.
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CHAPTER 2

OVERVIEW OF VEAP IMPLEMENTATION EFFORTS

Our review of the VEAP implementation efforts of VA,
DOD, and the individual services disclosed some common fac-
tors which appear to have limited participation in the
program. These include cognizant agencies not developing
comprehensive program guidelines in a timely manner, vari-
ances and inaccuracies in program information provided to
recruits, the timing and sequence of VEAP briefings within
certain services, and a low opinion of VEAP which appears to
be held by some of the personnel responsible for program im-
plementation at the installation level. On the plus side,
the VEAP implementation procedures established by each of
the services, except the Coast Guard, appear to be adequate
in terms of the number of times service members are exposed
to the program.

COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM GUIDELINES
NOT DEVELOPED IN A TIMELY MANNER

As of May 30, 1978--17 months after VEAP was established--
VA and DOD had not issued comprehensive joint guidelines for
the implementation and administration of the program. Interim
guidelines were developed by the individual services; however,
they were issued on a piecemeal basis, tended to be somewhat
general in nature, and contained inaccuracies. Without ade-
quate information on how the program would operate, parti-
cularly with respect to requests for refunds and applications
for benefits, service members were not in a position to make
fully informed decisions on whether to participate in the
progra'.

VA c :d lines

7A published general information on VEAP in Department
of Veterans' Benefits Circular 20-77-25, March 22, 1977.
This circular provided a general description of VEAP and
stated that specific procedures and detailed instructions
for implementing the program would follow.

JA issued appendix A to the above circular on Septem-
ber 7, 1977, to provide temporary procedures for its field
offices to use in response to refund requests and in process-
inr applications for benefits. However, since the services
w_ - holding the contributions collected (VA did not estab-
lish the VEAP Education Fund until December 1977), appendix A
only advised VA field offices to refer all refund requests to
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the respective service, and to contact the VA central office
for assistance in adjudicating a benefit claimn.

VA issued change 1 to the circular on December 6, 1'77a
to notify VA field offices that all services, except the Navvy
had begun to transfer contributions collected from VEAP car-
ticipants to VA and to make the necessary revisions in earle.
temporary procedures. After the Navy had completed its -rams-
fer of contributions, VA revised appendix A on February 23,
1978, to implement permanent procedures for handling refund
requests and temporary procedures for handling benefit apol1-
cations. The benefit procedures were quite limited--i.e.,
applications were to be referred to VA's central office for
further processing. The revised appendix A state6 that d3e
to the limited number of expected benefit applications, -e-
tailed procedures were not being published at that time on
how VA would administer benefit payments under the program.

We noted that personnel giving VEAP briefings at Zever-
al installations could not adequately answer some of the
questions which recruits asked, particularly those dealing
with how VA would administer program benefits and refunds.
Because the monthly contributions required of VEAP partici-
parts represent a significant percentage of their take-hone
pay, service members may hesitate to sign up for the program
if there is any uncertainty as to how they will recover their
investment.

DOD guidelines

DOD has provided limited guidance to the services regar&-
ing the implementation and administration of VEAP. However,
DOD established procedures to ensure that new recruits were
m!de aware of their eligibility for VEAP and ineligibility
f;r the old GI Bill.

In December 1976, DOD issued a memorandum to the servF-
ices stating that joint directives were being developed by
VA and DOD to implement VEAP. The memorandum stated that in
the interim, each service should take action to ensure that
persons initially entering active duty on or after January 1,
1977, (1) were informed of their right to participate,
(2) completed a DD form 2057 entitled 'Contributory Educa-
tional Assistance Program--Statement of Understanding" (see
app. I), and (3) received an opportunity to enroll. Part I
of DD form 2057 provides general information regarding the
-rvice member's eligibility for VEAP, the required $50 to
$75 per month contribution, the minimum requirement for
12 months participation, and the $2 for $1 matching benefits.
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Part I of the form also emphasizes that persons entering the
service after December 31, 1976, are not eligible for benefits
under the former GI Bill. On part II of the form, eligible
service members indicate their intention to enroll in VEAP.

DOD's Office of Information for the Armed Forces has an
"Information Guidance Series" program for quickly dissemina-
ting current information and policy matters to Armed Forces
commanders and personnel. DOD used this program in February
1977 to disseminate information describing requirements and
benefits of VEAP and changes in the old GI Bill, includi;:g
its termination date. However, DOD has not published any
additional VEAP information or guidance.

We believe the information was incomplete because it
did not point out that VEAP participants may be eligible for
certain other VA benefits such as the education loan program.

Joint VA/DOD guidelines

The authorizing legislation requires that the Adminis-
trator of Veterans Affairs and the Secreta-y of Defense
jointly issue regulations prescribing certain definitions,
terms, and conditions regarding suspension, termination,
and reenrollment in VEAP. Although VA and DOD initiated
work in October and November 1976 on joint VEAP regulations
through conferences attended by representatives of both
agencies and the various services, these regulations had not
been finalized as of May 1978.

Guidelines issued by the
various services

Recognizing that VA and DOD would not distribute formal
guidelines for administering VEAP before the January 1, 1977,
effective date, the Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps
issued interim guidelines in late 1976 to implement the pro-
gram and begin the collection of contributions from program
participants. The Army, Marine Corps, and Navy also issued
procedures pertaining to discontinuing enrollment under finan-
cial hardship circumstances in February, May, and August 1977,
respectively. However, these guidelines covered only the
processing of requests to discontinue enrollment and provided
no information regarding what constituted financial hardship.
The absence of information regarding conditions under which
they could discontinue may have discouraged some eligible
service members from enrolling in VEAP.
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The Coast Guard has not issued comprehensive guidelines
co its installations on the implementation and administration
of VEAP. Interim guidance issued by the Commandant of the
Coast Guard in November 1976 and March 1977 contained cnly a
brief description of VEAP, outlined administrative procedures
for handling VEAP allotments, and stated that complete detail!
on the program, including benefits, would be provided at a
later date. The interim guidarce did not establish any pro-
cedures to insure that Coast Guard rec-uits wert adequately
informed about VEAP and given an opportunity to enroll in
the program. Also, the complete details on VEAP promised in
the interim guidance had not been issued as of May 1978

Although each of the services had issued some form of
interim guidelines before the January 1, 1977, effective date
of the program, some of the installations we visited did not
begin giving VEAP briefings and collecting participant con-
tributions until March or April 1977. According to DOD offi-
cials, the delay in initiating VEAP briefings was not a sig-
nificant factor in limiting VEAP participation because most
of the recruits inducted in early 1977 were from the
Delayed Enlistment Program and were eligible for the old
GI Bill. One Coast Guard installation did not initiate
VEAP briefings until February 1978, after we started our
fieldwork.

PROGRAM INFORMATION PROVIDED TO RECRUITS
VARIED AMONG THE INDIVIDUAL SERVICES

VEAP information presented to eligible recruits by edu-
cation counselors and training personnel varied among the
individual services, and, in sume instances, the information
provided was inconsistent with the law. This was partly due
to the lack of comprehensive VEAP guidelines discussed in
the preceding section, inconsistencies in the limited guide-
lines issued by VA and DOD, and inaccuracies in the informa-
tion issued by the individual services. This incorrect in-
formation may discourage or otherwise limit participation in
the program.

The authorizing legislation states that VEAP enrollees
must participate in the program for at least 12 consecutive
months unless they suspend or discontinue enrollment because
of personal hardship or they are discharged or released from
active duty. The legislation states further that a partici-
pant shall be permitted to suspend participation or dis-
continue (for any reason) at the end of any 12-consecut',te-
month-period of participation.
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DOD's Information Guidance Series contained the following
interpretation regarding the 12-month participation require-
ment:

"- * - except in certain emergencies, a member
who decides to participate in the Veterans
Educational Assistance program must allot the
agreed-upon amount for at least 12 consecutive
months and if the contr bution allotment goes
beyond that period it must be for another
12 consecutive month period w w *."

Based on this guidance, the Air Force published information
stating that VEAP participants must agree to contribute in
12-month increments (12, 24, or 36 months) with a 36-month
maximum. This means that service members would have to con-
tribute the maximum amount of $75 per month for the 36-month
period in order to earn full VEAP benefits. It also means
that service members may not discontinue enrollment for
reasons other than hardship except at the end of each
12-month period. These restrictive interpretations might
have contributed to the Air Force's relatively low VEAP
participation rate.

In contrast, Navy and some Army recruits were told that
they could participate for more than 36 months up to a maximum
of $2,700. In addition, both the Army and Navy permit service
members to discontinue enrollment for any reason at any time
after the initial 12 consecutive months of participation.

Army and Marine Corps recruits were also told during
their scheduled VEAP briefing that they could not enroll in
the program if they had less than 12 months obligated service
remaining. Navy recruits, on the other hand, were told that
they could enroll with less than 12 months obligated service
and earn partial VEAP benefits.

The restrictive interpretations discussed above differ
with the provision in Department of Veterans' Benefits
Circular 20-77-25. The circular states that participants
may suspend or stop enrollment without hardship at the end
of any 12-consecutive-month block, or at the time of dis-
charge or release from active duty, and that this does not
eliminate persons with less than 12 months remaining in
their period of service from enrolling in the program.

We also noted other variances and discrepancies between
the information released by VA and that provided to recruits
by the individual armed services. Some examples are:
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--Ndvy recruits were told during one briefing that VEAP
benefits could not be used tor vocational training.

--Navy recruits were also told that retroactive VEAP
enrollments could be made through lump-sum payments.

--An Army counselor told recruits in one briefing that
they could save for 1, 2, or 3 years; that 36 months
was the maximum participation periodS; and that they
could not change their allotments during the first
year.

We believe that such incorrect information as shown above
might have discouraged some eligible service members from
enrolling in VEAP. It also shows a need for greater coordi--
nation between VA, DOD, and the services.

IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED IN
TIMING AND SEQUENCE OF
VEAP BRIEFINGS

The Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps have imple-
mented procedures to provide eligible service members with
frequent exposure to VEAP. Recruits eligible for VEAP enter-
ing these services generally have opportunities to be in-
formed about VEAP by recruiters, at the AFEES, during recep-
tion station processing or basic training, and at various
times after assignment to their permanent duty locations.
However, we believe that some services should change the
timing and sequence of VEAP briefings.

As previously stated, the Coast Guard has not formally
established procedures to inform its eligible members of VEAP.

Timing of briefings

The timing of VEAP counseling sessions and sdcheduled
enrollment opportunities during recruit training is important
because persons with 3-year enlistments must contribute the
maximum of $75 each month for 36 months in order to qualify
for full VEAP benefits during their initial tour of duty.

However, the marine Corps does not provide its recruits
with their initial VEAP briefing and enrollment opportunity
until they are about 2 months into basic training. At one
location they were told that this scheduling eliminated any
opportunity for 3-year enlistees to take full advantage of
VEAP during their initial tour of duty. In con-rast, the Army
provides its recruits with a VEAP briefing and earollment
opportunity within their first 2 or 3 days of active duty.
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VEAP briefings were sometimes scheduled to be in un-
favorable competition with other contributory programs. For
example. at one Coast Guard installation, recruits were
strongly encouraged tc initiate U.S. savings bond allotments
(including a promise of extra liberty for their platoon if
100-percent participation was achieved) immediately before
they had the opportunity to fill out VEAP allotments. A
recruit who has already made out an allotment for savings
bond deductions may be somewhat reluctant to make out an-
other allotment to deduct an additional $50 to $75 a month from
take-home pay for VEAP.

Sequence of VEAP briefings

Two services provided recruits with a scheduled oppor-
tunity to make an allotment for VEAP before they received
their detailed briefing on the program. As a result, they
were not in a position to make a fully informed decision
about VEAP participation.

Air Force recruits receive an abbreviated VEAP briefirq
during their third week of basic training, and withir. 2 days,
are given a scheduled opportunity to enroll in the proqram.
About 1 week later they are given a more detailed VEAP brief-
ing. We observed that recruits showed a greater interest in
VEAP during the latter, more detailed briefing; however, they
were not given another scheduled opportunity to enroll.

The Nivy recruits have an initial VEAP briefing and en-
rollment opportunity during their first 2 weeks of basic
training and a second briefing 3 to 6 weeks later. At one
location the in'itial briefing was abbreviated and based on
the limited information contained on the DD form 2057. An
enrollment opportunity followed within 2 days of this ini-
tial briefing. The second briefing covered all Navy educa-
tional opportunities and benefits and contained additional
information on VEAP. No scheduled enrollment opportunity
followed the second briefing.

To insure that eligible recruits make fully informed
decisions about VEAP participation, more comprehensive and
detailed briefings should be given before the scheduled
enrollment opportunities.

SOME PERSONNEL INVOLVED IN VEAP IMPLEMENTATION
APPEAR TO HAVE LOW OPINION OF PROGRAM

Although most of the VEAP briefings we observed were
presented in a neutral manner (i.e., participation was
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neither encouraged nor discouraged), our discussions with
service personnel rpsponsible for VEAP implementation at the
installations we visited indicated that some have a low
opinion of the program. We believe such opinions cannot
help but affect VEAP presentations to some extent, parti-
cularly those not attended by third-party observers such as
our representatives, and might limit or discourage VEAP
enrollment.

The VEAP briefings observed at the nine installations
visited ranged from one Army reception station where recruits
were actively encouraged to enroll, to the two Marine Corps
training depots where recruits were discouraged from enroll-
ing until after they arrived at their next duty station.
Most VEAP briefings were generally presented in a neutral
manner. Although we do not know to what extent our presence
might have affected thbse presentations, it is interesting
to note that some of the service personnel who conducted
their VEAP briefings in a neutral manner actively encouraged
the same recruits to make out allotments for other purposes
such as U.S. savings bonds or the local Federal credit union.

We believe this is due, in part, to a low opinion of
VEAP which appears to be shared by some of the recruiters,
education counselors, and training personnel responsible for
informing recruits about the program. For example, recruiters
and officials of recruiting commands told us that many recruit-
ers feel that VEAP is a poor substitute for the GI Bill and
that they use it as a recruiting incentive only if a prospec-
tive enlistee shows an interest in education benefits.

Officials a' four locations--one Army, one Navy, and
both Coast Guard installations--stated that VEAP enrollment
may be counterproductive to reenlistment efforts. These
officials believe VEAP participants may leave the service
after one enlistment.to take advantage of VEAP benefits
which are more readily attainable after discharge than while
on active duty.

A high ranking official at one location stated that he
did not advocate encouraging recruits to enroll in VEAP,
especially while they were in basic training, and added that
he would not permit anyone under his command to encourage
recruits to enroll. He explained that during the first year,
recruits are unable to accurately predict their financial
needs and have very little money to spare. They are also
somewhat apprehensive during basic training and will sign
anything if told to do so.
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Personnel giving VEAP briefings at two training installa-

tions actually discouraged recruits from immediately enroll-

ing in VEAP by suggesting that the recruits wait until they
reach their next duty station before deciding whether to par-

ticipate. In this regard, our review indicated that very
few service members enroll in VEAP after they complete basic
training and are assigned to a permanent duty station.

Other examples of negative attitudes regarding VEAP
include:

--An official at one location stated that VEAP was good

for only a select few: e.g., those who are goal
oriented, who can budget their money, and who have
no personal commitments, such as marriage.

--Officials at several installations expressed the
opinion that the minimum VEAP contribution was too

high for recruits to pay.

--The officials responsible for VEAP briefings at one
location stated that (1) VEAP was a reenlistment
disincentive, (2) it required long-term planning
which does not appeal to recruits, (3) its maximum
of $8,100 was inadequate for 4 years at coilege,
{4) one's money is "locked up' until the end of
his/her first enlistment, and (.) the required con-

tribution represents a significant percent of a
recruit's pay.

--Officials at one installation stated it was unfair

for the Government to hold the VEAP participant's
contributions for several years and then refund then
without interest if the participant chose not to go

to school. The officials added that this constitutes
an interest-free loan to the Government from a serv-
ice member who cannot afford it. (The subject of
interest was also frequently raised by recruits in

the briefings we attended.)

We made no attempt to assess the validity or reasonable-

ness of the opinions expressed by various service represen-
tatives. However, some of the opinions coincide with reasons

given by recruits for not enrolling in VEAP, as discussed in

the following section of this chapter. We also believe that

negative opinions of VEAP held by some of the individuals
responsible for program implementation could influence their
efforts to inform recruits about VEAP and therefore discourage
participation.
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RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRES
ADMINISTERED TO RECRUITS

During January and February 1978 we administered ques-
tionnaires to 2,534 recruits eligible to participate in VEAP
at 9 reception stations and training centers in an effort to
determine why they were electing not to participate in VEAP.
The recruits included in our sample were arbitrarily chosen
rather than on a random sampling basis to avoid disruption
of norm.al training schedules. Therefore, care should be
taken in the use of the questionnaire results.

Out of the 2,534 respondents, 512 or about 20 percent
indicated tlat they had errolled in VEAP, compared to a
15 percent combined participation rate for al. services for
calendar year 1977. The participation rates for the in-
dividual services are shown in the table below.

Service No. eligible No. enrolled Percent

Army 773 251 32
Navy 492 105 21
Marine Corps 570 72 13
Air Force 498 18 4
Coast Guard 201 66 a/33

Total 2,534 512 20

a/The Coast Guard participation rate mignt not be representa-
tive for that particular service. Although we visited both
Coast Guard training centers, we administered our question-
naire only at the Alameda center where recruits were given
a scheduled opportunity to enroll in VEAP.

Of the 512 recruits who enrolled in VEAP, 59 percent
made the minimum contribution of $50 per month, 28 percent
made the maximum contribution of $75 per month, and the
remaining 13 percent made contributions ranging from $55
to $70 per month.

The 2,022 nonparticipating eligible respondents most
frequently checked the following reasons (some checked more
than one reason) for not enrolling in VEAP:
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--48 percent stated they planned to enroll later. 1/

--39 percent stated they had not decided on future
educational goals.

--36 percent stated they could not afford Lo make the
required contributions.

--35 percent stated they intended to complete their
education while in the service.

The nonparticipants were also asked whether they would
have enrol.ed in VEAP if the minimum monthly contribution
were reduced. Of the 1,824 recruits who responded to this
question, about 61 percent indicated that they would have
enrolled if the minimum were $25. This ranged from a low of
about 49 percent for Army recruits to a high of 79 percent
for Air Force recruits.

Additional information and demographic data derived from
our questionnaire are contained in appendixes II and III.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATI')NS

Conclusions

VEAP is a relatively new 5-year pilot program designed
to promote and assist the all-volunteer armed forces program
in attracting qualified persons to serve by offering educa-
tional assistance to young men and women who might not other-
wise be able to afford an education. Because VEAP is only
in its second year of operation, it is too early to assess
the effectiveness of the program in achieving its intended
objectives.

However, our review disclosed several factors which
appear to have limited participation in the program. These
include failure oif ne cognizant agencies toedev'iop compre-
hensive program guidelines in a timely manrer, variances and
inaccuracies in program information provided to recruits, the
timing and sequence of VEAP briefings within certain services,
and a low opinion of VEAP which appears to be held by some
of the personnel responsible for program implementation at

l/The recruits who stated they planned to enroll later may
not necessarily do so. Most installations reported very
few enrollments by permanent duty persor.el.
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the installation level. Although the briefings we attended
were generally presented in a neutral manner, the negative
views of the program cannot help but have some effect on the
VEAP presentations given to eligible recruits, and may limit
or discourage VEAP enrollment.

In addition, many of the service personnel responsible
for VEAP implementation and over half of the eligible recruits
who did not enroll in the program indicated that the required
minimum contribution of $50 per month was too high and tended
to discourage participation, particularly for lower rank
enlisted personnel. Another area of concern was that the
Government may hold a VEAP participant's contributions for
several years and then refund them without interest.if the
participant decided not to go to school. While this does
not present any particular problem for service members who
definitely plan not to go to school, it does present a quan-
dary for eligible service members whose post-service education
plans are uncertain at the time they enlist. If they apply
for VEAP and eventually pursue an education, their contribu-
tions may be considered a worthwhile investment. However,
if they enroll in VEAP and later decide against pursuing a
post-service education, they would be better off financially
if they had invested their funds in U.S. savings bonds or some
other type of savings program.

Recommendations

We recommend that the Administrator of Veterans Affairs
and the Secretary of Defense take action to finalize and
expedite the issuance of the joint VEAP regulations which
were being developed by VA and DOD at the conclusion of our
review.

We also recommend that the Secretary of Defense

--take action to insure that VEAP training materials
and the information presented to eligible recruits by
the various services are consistent, complete, and
accurate, and that the recruits receive their indepth
VEAP briefing before their scheduled enrollment oppor-
tunity and

--monitor the implementation of VEAP by the various
services to determine the reasons for the present
disparity in participation rates.

We recommend that the Commandant of the Coast Guard
establish procedures to insure that all eligible recruits
are thoroughly briefed on VEAP and are provided with a
scheduled opportunity to enroll in the program.
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AGENCY COMMENTS

DOD stated that it concurred with our recommendations
and would take the following corrective actions:

--Expedite publication of the joint VA/DOD Veterans'
Educational Assistance Program regulations.

--Deelop a comprehensive, standardized VEAP presenta-
tio'- for DOD-wide use.

--Ins-r~ tchat the services present the VEAP briefinqs
at recruit training centers before the scheduled VEAP
e -ollment opportunities.

--track service participation rates and trends. (See
app. IV.)

The Department of Transportation also concurred with our
findings and recommendations. The Department of Transporta-
tion indicated that Coast Guard policy was being amended to
require that recruit training centers brief all trainees
about VEAP and provide recruits with an opportunity to
enroll. It also said that instructions would be published
providing guidance in application, termination, and sus-
pension procedures. (See app. V.)

VA also concurred with our recommendation and stated it
had completed and sent the comprehensive guidelines for im-
plementing VEAP to DOD on June 26, 1978. (See app. VI.)
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CHAPTER 3

EFFORTS OF THE DEPARTMENT

OF THE ARMY IN VEAP

The Department of the Army's stated policy is to actively
encourage service members to take advantage of VEAP. The
Army has issued instructions which require that eligible per-
sonnel be informed about VEAP at AFEES, reception stations,
new permanent duty stations, annually during their first
term of enlistment, and when separating from the Army.
Although Army personnel generally followed the Army directive
to inform eligible recruits about VEAP, they generally did
not actively encourage recruits to enroll. We attended VEAP
briefings at all seven reception stations, and noted that
incomplete and/or inaccurate information was provided to
new recruits which, in our opinion, might have discouraged
or tended to limit participation in the program.

ARMY GUIDELINES

To implement VEAP, the Army issued DA Circular 621-14
on December 6, 1976, and'several other messages and publica-
tions in late 1976, which explained the provisions of the
program and assigned responsibilities for its implementation.
The Army's policy, as stated in the circular, is to actively
encourage service members to take advantage of VEAP.

According to the circular, the Army Recruiting Command
is responsible for advertising VEAP and conducting an out-
reach program to explain it to all prospective recruits.

The circular also provides that, during enlistment
processing at AFEES, each recruit will complete part I of
DD form 2057 to indicate his or her understanding of VEAP
and its benefits.

Army policy further requires that, during reception
station processing, each recruit will be briefed, prefer-
ably by an education counselor, on the benefits of VEAP
and will be offered an opportunity to enroll in the program.

The circular also requires education counselors to
explain VEAP to eligible service members 1I) within 30 days
after their arrival at a permanent duty station, (2) annually
during their first enlistment, and (3) during separation
processing.
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PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

Army personnel assigned to recruiting stations, AFEES,
reception stations, and permanent duty stations generally
followed the Army directive to inform eligible service
members about VEAP. However, they generally did not
actively encourage enrollment in the program.

Recruiting stations

Army Recruiting Command newsletters and magazines were
used initially to inform recruiters about VEAP. However,
recruiters were encouraged to promote the old GI Bill as a
selling tool while 1; was still available because of its
advantages over VEAP. After the old GI Bill expired, the
Army began to provide its recruiters with VEAP pamphlets
and promotional materials.

Some recruiters told us that they inform every prospec-
tive recruit about the program. Other recruiters said they
mention VEAP on'y to those prospects who are interested in
the Army's educational opportunities. In addition, some
recruiters assist recruits in completing part I of DD form
2057, even though DA Circular 621-14 assigned this respon-
sibility to Army guidance counselors at AFEES.

AFEES

Army guidance counselors at AFEES have been assigned
responsibility for insuring that the recruits understand
VEAP. When Army recruits report to AFEES, guidance coun-
selors assist them, on an individual basis, in completing
part I of DD form 2057 (if this has not already beei done
by a recruiter). During this informal process, which lasts
about 5 minutes, counselors explain the program using the
information on the form, answer any questions the recruit
may ask, and instruct the recruit to sign the form. Some
counselors also give VEAP information pamphlets to recruits.
Army guidance counselors at some AFEES we visited stated
that their responsibility is to inform recruits about VEAP
rather than to encourage them to enroll in the program.
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Reception stations

Army recruits go from AFEES to one of seven reception
stations 1/ for further processing before assignment to a
basic training unit. The reception stations process about
180,000 recruits annually. During this 2- to 3-day process,
each recruit is briefed on the benefits of VEAP and pro-
vided an opportunity to enroll.

We visited each of the seven Army reception stations
to discuss the efforts being made to inform Army recruits
of VEAP and to observe the actual VEAP briefings.

Our work sh wed that Army recruits were briefed on
VEAP during thei first or second day at the reception
station. Educat on counselors gave the briefings at four
reception stations while administrative personnel from tie
finance or personal affairs office gave them at the other
three. The briefing sessions were usually between 5 and 15
minutes and were followed by a brief question and answer
period. At some briefings, visual aids or handouts were
used; at others, the presentation was strictly lecture. At
some reception stations, VEAP briefings were given to large
groups of 200 to 300 recruits; at others, briefings were
given to small groups of 40 to 50 recruits.

At most reception stations, the individuals giving
the briefings provided information about the program,
but did not encourage the recruits to enroll. Immediately
after the briefing or at'the latest on the following day,
the recruits were provided the opportunity to enroll in
VEAP at a one-to-one personal affairs interview. During
this interview, recruits also authorized other allotments
from their pay.

Officials at one reception station said that they were
concerned that the volunteer Army would be affected if
VEAP were successful, in that it was an inducement for
persons to leave the service rather than reenlist. They
also said that asking recruits to participate in VEAP,
withholding their moneys, and then paying no interest

1/Ft. Bliss, Texas; Ft. Dix, New Jersey; Ft. Jackson, South
Carolina; Ft. Knox, Kentucky; Ft. Leonard Wood, Missouri;
Ft. McClellan, Alabama; and Ft. Sill, Oklahoma.
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on the funds if they decided not to go to school was unfair.
They said this constituted an interest-free loan to the
Government from service members who could not afford it,
and that the program was "too expensive" for new recruits,
especially those who were married.

Information on VEAP
was often inaccurate

We attended one or more VEAP briefings at each of the
seven Army reception stations. At every installation re-
cruits were being provided with inaccurate and/or incomplete
information about VEAP. In our opinion, this incorrect in-
formation or lack of information might limit participation
in the program.

At Forts McClellan, Sill, Jackson, and Bliss, recruits
were told that the maximum number of months during which
contributions may be made was 36, even though they may have
enlisted for 4 years. In effect, recruits were being told
that they must contribute the maximum allowed amount of $75
per month if they wanted full benefits from VEAP. This con-
flicts with the enabling legislation which permits service
members to contribute between $50 and $75 for as many months
as necessary to accumulate $2,700 in contributions.

At Forts McClellan and Sill, recruits were told that
they must contribute in 12-month increments even though
the law contains no such restriction.

At Forts Knox, Bliss, Leonard Wood, and Sill, recruits were
told that if they left VEAP after contributing for 12 months
they would not be refunded their moneys until they were dis-
charged except in hardship cases. Again, this information
conflicted with a published VA circular which provides that
VEAP participants will receive refunds on their date of
discharge or within 60 days afte: VA receives notice of
their discontinuance.

At Forts McClellan and Bliss, recruits were told they
could not enroll in VEAP with less than 12 months remain-
ing on active duty, even though the law specifically allows
service members to enroll at any time while on active duty.

Recruits at another reception station were erroneouslv
told that they could not change the amount of their monthly
contribution during the first 12 months of participation.
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In addition to noting that recruits were provided
inaccurate information, we noted that most briefinqs were
incomplete because they did not contain information on the
other benefits of enrolling in VEAP, such as possible
eligibility for the VA education loan program while
receiving education benefits under VEAP.

Permanent duty stations

Education counselors at permanent duty stations brief
eliqible service menbers on VEAP and tell them how to en-
roll. These procedures vary among permanent duty stations.
For example, the education counselors at some locations ex-
plained VEAP to large qroups of service members, whereas,
at other locations counselors provided VEAP information on
a one-to-onie basis.

Generally, permanent duty stations do not maintain
statistics on the number of service members who enroll in
VEAP. However, education counselors told us that very
few permanent duty personnel are interested in VEAP, and
we noted that only about 40 percent of the eligible service
members at Fort Bliss and 1R percent at Fort Dix attended
VEAP briefings during January and February 1978.
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CHAPTER 4

EFFORTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF

THE AIR FORCE IN VrAP

The Air Force has established procedures to provide
adequate exposure of VEAP to eligible recruits and to provide
those who wish to enroll the opportunity to do so. However,
the interim VEAP information published by the Air Force and
provided to recruits contained some inaccuracies. Also, we
noted that the sequence of the VEAP briefings and scheduled
enrollment opportunity at the Air Force Military Trainina
Center (located at Lackland Air Force Base) and the low
opinion of VEAP held by some Air Force officials might have
limited participation in the program.

AIR FORCE GUIDELINES

In December 1976, the Air Force issued interim instruc-
tions explaining VFAP and implementing the program as of
January I, 1977. The Air Force provided further instruc-
tions in January, March, and November 1977 to establish
allotment administration procedures, to more clearly definL
certain eligibility criteria, to implement the use of DD fo1rm
2057, and to provide for counseling of permanent duty service
members.

The December 1976 instructions required Air Force per-
sonnel to brief recruits on VEAP during basic training and
allow them to enroli by completing pay allotment authori-
zation forms. The March 1977 instructions stated that
part I of DD form 2057 would be completed as prescribed by
DOD (before entry on active duty). Also, the instructions
required base education officers to counsel eligible serv-
ice members on VEAP during inprocessing at their first
permanent duty station. Subsequent instructions issued in
November 1977, required that eligible permanent duty per-
sonnel be counseled again during their 12th month of active
duty.

The March 1977 instructions stated that part II of DD
form 2057, on which recruits indicate their understanding
of VEAP and intention to enroll in the program, did not
apply to the Air Force. In February 1978, however, the
Air Force rescinded this provision and directed that all
recruits complete part II of the form.
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Inaccurate information

We noted that (1) an Air Force message, issued in
January 1977, stated that the maximum amount that could be
allotted by a service member for deposit with VA was $2,700
(36 months at $75) and (2) Air Force briefing material for
VEAP referred to it as a 3-year program. Also, an Air Force
recruiting news release stated that recruits could only en-
roll in 12-month increments and indicated that the only way
to achieve maximum benefits was to contribute $75 each month
for 36 months.

We believe the Air Force has been overly restrictive in
its interpretations of the VEAP legislation and that these
restrictions might have discouraged some eligible recruits
from enrolling in VEAP. The inaccurate information discussed
above, for example: omits the possibility for 6-year en-
listees to contribute $50 monthly for 54 months or for 4-
year enlistees to use some combination of contribution rates.

PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

Air Force personnel assigned to recruiting stations,
AFEES, the Air Force Military Training Center, and permanent
duty stations, generally followed the available Air Force
guidance to inform eligible service members about VEAP.
However, they did not encourage and in some instances might
have discouraged VEAP enrollment. VEAP procedures followed
at each activity are discussed below.

Recruiting stations

Although no Air Force directive requires recruiters
to inform potential recruits about VEAP, most recruiters we
interviewed said they routinely do so. Some recruiters hive
potential recruits complete part I of DD form 2057 and give
interested persons VEAP fact sheets. However, Ai- Force
recruiters stated they do not normally use VEAP as an in-
centive to secure enlistments. We also noted that re-
cruiters generally emphasized the Air Force's inservice
educational opportunities, rather than VEAP. Furthermore,
the inaccurate information discussed in the previous section
was disseminated through the recruiting service and was
given to recruits.
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AFEES

In most cases, the Air Force guidance counselors at the
AFEES briefly explain VEAP to recruits using DD form 2057
as a visual aid. Generally, the recruits read and sign
part I of the form irndicating that they have been informed
about VEAP provisions. The Air Force counselors we talked
to did not encourage VEAP participation. At one AFEES w-
visited, the Air Force counselor knew very little about
the program.

Air Force Military Training Center

The Air Force Military Training Center provides train-
ing for officers and airmen of the Air Force, Air Force Re-
serve, and Air National Guard, and civilian employees from
the Air Force and other DOD agencies. It is the only train-
ing center which provides basic training to Air Force en-
listed recruits.

Air Force recruits enter basic training immediately
upon arrival at the Center. Basic training lasts 6 weeks
and from 8,000 to 8,500 recruits are in training at any
given time. The Center expects to train about 85,000 new
recruits in fiscal year 1978.

In March 1977, the Center established procedures to
provide recruits with adequate exposure to VEAP and an
opportunity to make allotments. However, during our visit
we identified a flaw in the sequence of VEAP briefings and
the scheduled opportunity to make allotments. Center in-
structors briefed recruits on VEAP on their 12th (females)
or 13th (males) day of basic training and again on their
18th day. The initial briefings lasted about 10 minutes
and were intended primarily to inform recruits of VEAP's
benefits and eligibility requirements. On their 14th day,
the recruits were scheduled to make any desired allotments
at the accounting and finance office and therefore had
the opportunity to enroll in VEAP b. completing allotment
authorizations.

The 18th-day briefing provided more detailed informa-
tion on VEAP and also included a question and answer session.
This 20- to 25-minute briefing was part of a 3-hour career
advancement class which also included information on other
Air Force educational opportunities. Neither briefing in-
cluded information regarding VEAP participants' eligibility
for other VA benefits such as the VA education loan program.
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In our opinion, the recruits may not have had adequate
information on which to base their decisions on whether to
enroll in VEAP when they had the scheduled enrollment op-
portunity on the 14th day. We believe the recruits could
have made more informed decisions after the 18th-day brief-
ing. Center officials said they would revise the training
schedule so as to provide a comprehensive vZAP briefing on
the 8th day. The 18th-day briefing would then be dropped.

During the briefings, the instructors discussed VEAP's
merits; however, we noted that they did not encourage en-
rollment in the program. Instead, the instructors empha-
sized using the Community College of the Air Force for
inservice education by highlighting the Air Force's 75-
percent share of tuition costs for inservice education.

An Air Force official at the Center stated that VEAP
was not an effective recruiting incentive and recruits
should not be encouraged to enroll and he would not permit
anyone under his command to do so. He explained that during
the service members' first year they have very little money
and might not be fully aware of their potential inservice
financial needs; however, they are somewhat apprehensive
about the service and will sign anything if told to do so.

We believe the negative view of VEAP held by Air Fcrre
officials at Lackland, combined with the emphasis placed on
inservice education programs, has an effect on the presen-
tation of VEAP to Air Force recruits and might have dis-
couraged or otherwise limited participation in the program.

Permanent duty stations

Air Force Regulation 213-1 (as revised in March 1977)
and supplemental messages from Air Force headquarters re-
quire that guidance counselors interview and counsel all
service members on educational opportunities, including
VEAP, within 30 days after they arrive at their first and
subsequent duty stations and during their 12th month of
active duty. The Center education office staff counsels
permanent duty personnel concerning the Air Force's educa-
tional opportunities within 30 days after their arrival
at Lackland. They discuss VEAP in detail with eligible
service members and refer them to the accounting and
finance office if they wish to enroll. The education
office also provides the required VEAP counseling for serv-
ice members during their 12th month of active duty.
Education office records at Lackland showed that none of the
22 service members counseled during January and February 1978
enrolled in VEAP.
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CHAPTER 5

EFFORT'S OF THE DEPARTMENT

OF THE NAVY IN VEAP

In August 1977, the Navy issued instructions which re-
quired that eligible service members be informed of VEAP
prior to entry on active duty, during recruit training,
upon arrival at their initial permanent duty station, and
periodically, thereafter, at career counselino interviews.

Navy personnel generally followed the available Navy
guidance to inform eligible service menbers about VEAP.
However, in observing VEAP briefings at the training centers,
we noted that recruits were sometimes provided inaccurate
and/or incomplete information about the program.

NAVY GUIDELINES

The Navy's notice implementing VEAP--OPNAV Notice 1760--
was published on August 29, 1977, almost a year after VEAP
was established by Public Law 94-502. In the interim, the
Navy issued messages (1) summarizing the provisions of
VEAP, (2) promulgating instructions for preentry counseling
of all prospective recruits concerning their eligibility
for VEAP, and (3) outlining procedures for authorizing VEAP
allotments.

According to the notice, Navy representatives should
inform recruits about VEAP before they enter active duty
and have them complete part I of DD form 2057 to indicate
that they understand the program. During basic training,
Navy personnel should again brief the recruits on VEAP and
give them an opportunity to enroll by completing part II
of DD form 2057. The notice further provides that enlisted
service members will be counseled about VEAP at the time
they report to their first permanent duty station and
periodically, thereafter, during regularly scheduled career
counseling interviews.

PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

Recruiting stations

Although no requirement exists for Navy recruiters to
inform prospective recruits about VEAP, most recruiters we
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talked to said that they routinely do so regardless of whether
the recrulits express an interest in furthering their educa-
tion. Alth;ough the recruiters did not use the program as
a selling tool, they often pointed out that .'EAP was a good
savings program even if the recruit did not elect to use
the Contributed funds for education. Some Navy Recruiting
District Commands directed local Navy recruiters to have re-
cruits complete part I of DD form 2057.

AFEES

Navy guidance counselors at AFEES counsel recruits
individually about VEAP and give them the opportunity to
read DD form 2057 and ask any questions they have about the
program. Recruits then sign part I of the form as required
(if this has not already been done by a recruiter), and are
told they will have the opportunity to enroll in VEAP at
basic training.

Naval Recruit Training Centers

The recruit spends 8 weeks in basic training at one
of the three Naval Recruit Training Centers located at
Orlando, Florida, Great Lakes, Illinois; and San Diego,
California. These centers train approximately 106,000
male recruits and 6,000 female recruits each year. All
female recruits receive basic training at Orlando. The
content, scheduling, and responsibility for VEAP briefings
and enrollment activities vary somewhat at the three centers.

At Great Lakes, recruits are initially briefed on VEAP
during their first day of training; at San Diego on the
first, second, or third day; and at Orlando on the second
day of the second week of training.

At Orlando and Great Lakes, administrative personnel
provide 15-minute VEAP briefings to groups of about 80 and
150 recruits, respectively. The briefings are usually fol-
lowed by a 10- to 15-minute question and answer period.
Immediately after the briefings, recruits have the oppor-
tunity to enroll during one-to-one interviews with admin-
istrative clerks at which they also authorize other allot-
ments from their pay.

At San Diego, the company commander provides a 5-minute
briefing on VEAP to a group of about 80 to 90 recruits in
the barracks at some point during the first 3 days of
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training. Although we did not attend any of these briefings,
we were told that the barracks briefings consisted of a
reading of highlighted sections a: ehe DD form 2057. On the
4th day, administrative clerks _iefly describe VEAP to
recruits just before they complete part II of DD form 2057
and start allotments if they elect to enroll.

Recruits at all three locations receive a briefing on
educational prcgcrams and benefits 3 to 6 weeks after the
original VEAP briefing. The briefing includes information
on inservice education as well as GI Bill and VEAP bene-
fits; however, there is no scheduled opportunity to enroll
in VEAP at this time.

Information on VEAP
is Inaccurate

We attended VEAP briefings at each of the three Navy
reception stations and found that recruits were being pro-
vided inaccurate information about VEAP.

At Great Lakes, recruits were erroneously told that
if, during activ.. duty they did not contribute the maximum
$2,700, after discharge they could make one lump-sum pay-
ment to bring their contribution to the maximum. Recruits
were also told that during the first 12 months of participa--
tion in VEAP they could increase but could not decrease
their monthly contributions.

At San Diego, rec. \ts were -old that they must have
12 months remaining on Active duty to sign up for VEAP and
that VEAP benefits could not be used to attend vocational
schools.

At Orlando, during the 6th-week briefing, recruits
were told that they could make a maximum of 36 monthly
contributions to VEAP.

In addition to being inaccurate, the Navy briefings
at all three locations were incomplete because they did
not include any information on the other benefits of par-
ticipating in VEAP such as eligibility for the VA educa-
tion loan program.

Permanent duty stations

Newly assigned permanent duty personnel at Orlando
and Great Lakes must check in with the Command Educational
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Services Officcr. Service members are counseled on VEAP
at this time if they are eligible and have not already
enrolled in the program. However, these services offi-
cers only started VFAP counseling when they received the
Navy notice in August 1977 and January 1978, respectively.
No similar procedure exists at San Diego.

At Great Lakes, the Command Career Counselor counsels
all service members when they report to the Administrative
Command and again at the 18-month point in their careers.
The counselor includes VEAP _..foration in these sessions.

The Navy Campus for Achievement Program provides a
network of civilian schools and programs for Navy service
members to attend during their off-duty hours. Counselors
for this program do not seek out people to counsel; however,
they provide information on VEAP to eligible service men-
bers on request, but neither encourage nor discourage en-
rollment.
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CHAPTER 6

EFFORTS OF THE MARINE CORPS IN VEAP

The Marine Corps has established procedures to provide
exposure of VEAP to eligible enlistees and to provide those
who wish to enroll the opportunity to do so. However, the
limited guidance which was available contained some inaccu-
rate and misleading information. Our review showed that
Marine recruits were given inaccurate information during
VEAP briefings. We also noted that the timing of the VEAP
briefings at the Marine Corps recruit depo.ts and the nega-
tive attitude shown toward VEAP by Marin,' Corps personnel
giving the VEAP briefings actually discouraged participa-
tion in the program.

MARINE CORPS GUIDELINES

In December 1976, the Commandant of the Marine Corps
issued a memorandum which introduced VEAP and provided
interim guidance on the content and use of DD form 2057.
Then, in January 1977, the Commandant issued an information
package for possible use by Marine Corps counselors as-
signed to AFEES to further inform applicants about VEAP.
The suggested briefing contained in this package included
the following erroneous information on participating in
the program in 12-month increments and obtaining refunds
under hardship circumstances. The information package
stated:

." X * When you sign up for this educational
savings plan you must agree to contribute for
a minimum of twelve consecutive months. After
that, you may elect to continue saving in ad-
ditional twelve month increments until you
have contributed a maximum of $2,700.00. w * *

w * x With the exception of serious hardship,
you can only get a refund after successful com-
pletion of your first obligated tour of service.'

The basic VEAP guidance issued by the Marine Corps is
contained in Marine Corps Order 1560.28, dated May 20, 1977.
This order describes the provisions of VEAP and delegates
to the education officer the responsibility to
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--ensure that eligible service members understand the
program;

--provide guidance and assistance to service members
electing to participate; and

--counsel VEAP participants on suspensions, discontinu-
ing enrollments, refund of contributions, and status
of contributions upon separation from active service.

This Marine Corps order primarily relates to VEAP orienta-
tion, counseling, and enrollment of permanent-duty personnel.
However, it contained general information and guidance about
the use of DD form 2057 including its use by recruits.

The information on VEAP in the order was generally
accurate except for one statement which suggested that a
service member cannot enroll in VEAP if he or she has less
than 12 months of obligated service remaining. Despite
the accuracy of the order, we noted that inaccurate infor-
mation was given to recruits during VEAP briefings.

PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

Marine Corps recruiters, guidance counselors, train-
ing instructors, and education officers generally followed
the Marine Corps guidelines in informing eligible enlistees
about VEAP. However, inaccurate information was sometimes
given, and recruits were discouraged from immediate en-
rollment at the training depots.

Recruiting stations

According to a Marine Corps recruiting official, Marine
Corps headquarters has not issued any procedural guidance
concerning the use of VEAP as a recruiting device. Marine
Corps recruiters present VEAP to prospective recruits as
part of an overall Marine Corps education package and only
provide a detailed explanation of VEAP if recruits show
an interest in the program. (Some recruiters also have
recruits complete part I of DD form 2057.) The recruiters
do not sell the program nor is it prominent in Marine
Corps recruiting literature.

The recruiting official told us many recruiters believe
that VEAP is a poor substitute for the old GI Bill. Due to
this, and the lack of specific guidance and information on
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the use of VEAP in recruiting, most recruiters apparently
make only limited use of the program in their recruiting
efforts.

AFEES

Marine Corps guidance counselors at AFEES use DD form
2057 to inform recruits about VEAP. In a one-to-one coun-
seling session, the guidance counselor (1) gives the re-
cruit the form to read, (2) briefly explains VEAP to the
recruit, and (3) answers any questions, but makes no at-
tempt to sell the program.

Recruits are required to sign part I of DD form 2057
at AFEES if they have not already done so at the recruiting
station. They are told that part I of the form is merely
a statement of understanding regarding their rights to en-
roll in VEAP and ineligibility for the old GI Bill, and
that they will get the opportunity to enroll at the train-
ing depot.

Marine Corps training depots

Training depots at Parris Island, South Carolina,
and San Diego, California, receive and train enlisted
personnel upon their entry into the Marine Corps. The
training depots graduate about 54,000 male recruits and
2,500 female recruits annually. All women Marine recruits
train at Parris Island. As of February 1978, Marine Corps
recruit training was scheduled to last 11 weeks for men
and 8 weeks for women.

At the San Diego training depot, VEAP was briefly nen-
tioned during recruit processing, but no details were
given. During the recruits' eighth week of training, an
instructor assigned to the Recruit Administration Center
gave a 30-minute presentation, including questions and
answers, to classes ranging in size from 250 to 280 recruits.
The instructor used visual aids to highlight selected por-
tions of DD form 2057.

Before February 1978, the San Diego training depot
provided VEAP presentations on the first day of recruit
processing. Depot officials said that they rescheduled
this briefing for later in the training cycle because new
recruits were not receptive to such briefings during the
first few weeks of training due to "cultural shock."
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Also, based on our analysis of the written outlines o tare
two briefings, the current briefing appeared to be mcre
comprehensive than the one given before February 1978.

At the Parris Island training depot, the first of
two VEAP briefings was given during tho ninth week of
recruit training for male recruits. The series ccnnmaden-
(4 platoons of about 75 recruits each comprise a series)
give the briefing to 2 platoons at a time. The briefing
lasted about 50 minutes, including questions. The series
commander gave the briefing in an informative but neutral
manner following a detailed lesson plan.

The first VEAP briefing for female recruits at Parrzs
Island was given during their sixth week of training. Am
academic instructor of the Woman Recruit Training Cormuanc
has been giving the 30-min!;te briefing since July 1977.
The briefing plan was similar to the plan used for male
recruits and was designed to inform recruits about VEAP
in a neutral manner.

The second VEAP briefing at Parris Island for male
and female recruits was held 3 to 6 days after their
initial briefings. This 50-minute briefing was given
by staff members of the Recruit Administration Center.

Information on VEAP is inaccurate

At both San Dieao and Parris Island, recruits received
a scheduled opportunity to enroll during the VEAP briefirr=s
by Recruit Administration Center personnel. We attended
one of these briefings at each location and noted that in
each instance, the individual giving the briefing gave
some inaccurate information and discouraged immediate en-
rollment. For example, the instructor at San Diego:

--Advised recruits that VEAP could not be used for
vocational training, and that benefits could not
be used while on active duty.

--Emphasized that recruits could enroll at a later
date, that those who signed 4-year enlistments
could wait 12 months before enrolling and still
get maximum benefits, and that they must partici-
pate for at least 12 consecutive months.
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--Ended the briefing by telling recruits, "Now you
have the opportunity to elect VEAP. If you're not
sure about the program, wait. Don't sign your form -
ycu can do it at a later date."

At Parris Island, the Recruit Administration Center
instructor told recruits that they could enroll in VEAP at
any time during their enlistment as long as they had 12
months remaining on active duty. Also, throughout the
briefing the instructor discouraged the recruits from im-
mediately enrolling in VEAP before they knew their finan-
cial situations. He told 4-year enlistees they had time
to think about the program because they could enroll up
to 1 year after enlistment and still obtain maximum bene-
fits. The instructor also told 3-year enlistees that since
they had already been in the service almost 3 months, they
could not accumulate maximum benefits. In summary, he told
the recruits that the "best advice" he could give was to
wait until they reached their first permanent duty station
and then decide upon VEAP enrollment.

We also noted inaccurate information in the lesson plans
for the VEAP briefings at both Marine Corps recruit depots.
For example, the lesson plan used during the series com-
manders' briefings at Parris Island states that:

--Maximum participation is limited to 36 monthly con-
tributions of $75.00.

--An eligible service member can enroll in VEAP any
time providing he/she has 12 months remaining on
his/her enlistment.

The lesson plan used at San Diego also contained the in-
correct restriction on enrollment by individuals having
less than 12 months remaining on their enlistment.

In our opinion, the inaccurate information provided
during VEAP briefings did not provide an adequate basis
for Marine Corps recruits to make an informed decision
regarding VEAP enrollment. Also, we believe that the com-
ments by persons giving the briefings at the two recruit
depots discouraged many recruits from immediate VEAP en-
rollment and might have discouraged their future enroll-
ment in the program. In this regard, an education office
noncommissioned officer told us that if recruits do not
enroll in VEAP during basic training, they probably will
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not enroll at all. This view is reinforced by the infor-
mation in the following section of this chapter.

Permanent duty stations

As previously stated, Marine Corps Order 1560.28
delegated to the education officer the responsibility for
VEAP orientation and counseling of eliqible permanent duty
personnel. However, our review showed that the San Dieqo
center personnel did not routinely provide VEAP informa-
tion to eligible permanent duty personnel unless requested.
An estimated 150 permanent duty personnel at San Diego
were eligible for VEAP at the time of our visit, but none
had enrolled.

At the Parris Island depot, a designated company educa-
tion counselor was reauired to counsel eligible permanent
duty personnel at least once on the provisions of VEAP.
This counseling included providing eligible service members
the necessary information and allowinq them an opportunity
to enroll. At the time of our visit, the Parris Island
depot had approximately 365 permanent duty personnel eli-
gible for VEAP; only 1 of these had enrolled while assigned
to permanent duty at Parris Island.
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CHAPTER 7

EFFORTS OF THE COAST GUARD IN VEAP

The Coast 'iard has not established a policy nor imple-
mentcJ procedures to routinely inform eligible recruits
about VEAP. Neither Coast Guard recruiters, training center
personnel, nor education counselors are required to 5nform
Coast Guard recruits or permanent duty personnel of VEAP.

Despite this lack of headquarters direction, one of the
two Coast Guard Training Centers has, since April 1977,
routinely briefed new recruits on VEAP and offered them
the opportunity to enroll. The other training center ini-
tiated VEAP briefings in February 1978, but did not provide
recruits a scheduled opportunity to enroll. In observing
briefings at both locations we found that they contained
incorrect information which we believe could affect the
service members' decisions to enroll.

COAST GUARD GUIDELINES

The Commandant of the Coast Guard has issued two
notices on VEAP since the program was established. In
November 1976, the Commandant issued a notice explaining
the expiration of the GI Bill and the beginning of VEAP;
this notice did not provide a detailed description of the
program. In March 1977 he issued interim guidance and
instructions on filling out a VEAP allotment.

No Coast Guard directives or orders require that re-
cruits be briefed on the requirements and benefits of
VEAP or be given an opportunity to enroll in the program.

PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

Recruiting stations

Coast Guard recruiting literature does not contain
VEAP information. However, the Chief of Recruiting for
the Coast Guard has informed recruiters about VEAP, and
the recruiters will explain the program if a prospective
recruit asks.

The Coast Guard uses AFEES for physical and mental
examinations, but its recruits are not routinely counseled
at or processed through AFEES. After the Coast Guard
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recruits' contact with the recruiter, their next opportunity
to learn about VEAP comes during basic training. Therefore,
they may not be informed about VEAP before entering active
duty.

Coast Guard training centers

The Coast Guard training centers at Alameda, California
and Cape May, New Jersey, trained approximately 5,500 re-
cruits last year. Basic training in the Coast Guard lasts
for 8 weeks and 1 day (57 days).

The Cape May training center has issued no instructions
implementing VEAP but has incorporated VEAP information into
its curriculum. Since February 1978, a Coast Guard instruc-
tor has given a 15-minute class on VEAP to recruits during
their second week of basic training. During the class that
we attended, the instructor described the program using the
VA circular and answered questions. The instructor did not
encourage recruits to enroll. The instructor told those
recruits who wanted more information to ask their counse-
lors during their career counseling appointments in the
sixth week of training.

Career counselors at the Cape May training center
stated that they had no information on VEAP even though
they had attempted to obtain such information from VA.
They added that if a recruit specifically mentioned an
interest in VEAP during the career counseling session,
the career counselor would provide a very general descrip-
tion of the program. A career counselor stated that he
encourages enrollment but only has general information
with which to answer questions about the program. Accord-
ing to the counselors, approximately 15 to 20 percent of
the recruits mention VEAP during these sessions.

Cape May recruits who are interested in VEAP must
take the initiative to enroll in the program since the
training center does not provide a scheduled enrollment
opportunity. To enroll, the recruit must obtain an allot-
ment form, have the form approved by his training commander,
and have the allotment processed. According to Cape May
officials, probably no more than 10 VEAP allotments for
both recruits and permanent duty personnel have been ini-
tiated at Cape May since the program began.
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The Alameda training center does not require that VEAP
be presented to recruits. One instructor, however, has
taken the initiative to provide a 1-hour VA Denefits brief-
ing to recruits during their second week of trairinq. We
observed one briefing and noted that the VEAP portion lasted
about 15 minutes. The instructor explained VEAP and re-
sponded to questions asked by the 35 recruits. He also
encouraged the recruits to participate in VEAP. He told
us that he has given this briefing since about April 1977,
but has been encouraging VEAP participation only since
February 1978 (about the time of our visit/.

On the next day, the recruits attend a pay and allot-
ment class during which they have the opportunity to enroll
in VEAP. Immediately before the recruits enroll, the pay
and allotment instructor again briefs them on VEAP.

Inaccurate and
incomplete information

We observed VEAP briefings at both Coast Guard traininq
centers. At both sites recruits were provided inaccurate
or incomplete information about VEAP. Recruits at Caps May
were told that the maximum number of monthly payments which
could be made was 36. At Alameda, recruits were erroneously
told that the Government would make a maximum of 48 monthly
payments, that recruits could discontinue enrollment after
3 months, that payments are made directly to the school,
and that recruits could not get a refund of their contri-
butions until the end of their first enlistment.

The briefings we attended were incomplete because the
recruits were not informed of their possible eligibility
for the VA education loan program.

Permanent duty stations

Coast Guard regulations do not require that permanent
duty personnel be briefed on VEAP. We determined, however,
that newly assigned permanent duty personnel at Alameda
and Cape May are briefed on VEAP upon their arrival at the
base by either the Command Enlisted Advisor (Alameda) or
the Education Officer (Cape May).

Coast Guard education officers are responsible for
counseling permanent duty personnel on educational oppor-
tunities. These officers have no specific guidance on how
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to cover VEAP; therefore, they do not place great emphasis
on the program. However, if an eligible service member
is interested in VEAP enrollment, the education officer
tells the service member to go to the finance office and
initiate an allotment. Although VEAP enrollment data
on permanent duty station personnel was not available,
one Coast Guard official described the number as "almost
nil."
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APPENDIX II APPENDIX II

VEAP ENROLLEMENT RATES

BY VARIOUS DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS (note a)

ARM'

Demographic Respondents
characteristic (note b) Enrollees

(percent)-

Respondents 100.0 32.5

Pay grade:
E-1 88.5 32.3
E-2 6.6 37.3
E-3 4.4 32.4
E-4 and above .5 0.0

'erm of enlistment:
3 years 72.3 33.8
4 years 26.9 29.8
5 years 0.0 -
6 years .8 0.0

Race:
White 52.1 28.0
Black 37.6 33.3
Spanish surname 8.2 50.8
Other 2.1 56.3

Sex:
Male 93.5 32.6
Female 6.5 30.0

Marital status:
Single 89.0 33.1
Married 11.0 27.1

Educational level:
Non-high school
graduate 37.3 32.3

High school graduate 46.8 31.2
Some college 13.5 38.5
College graduate 2,5 26.3

a/Based on questionnaire responses from 773 Army recruits.

b/Percentages may not add due to rounding.
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APPENDIX II APPENDIX IL

VEAP ENROLLMENT RATES

BY VARIOUS DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS (note a)

AIR FORCE

Demographic Respondents
characteristic (note b) Enrollees

(percent)

Respondents 100.0 3.6

Pay grade:
E-1 98.4 3.7
E-2 1.6 0.0
E-3 0.0 -
E-4 and above 0.0

Term of enlistment:
3 years 0.0
4 years 97.0 3.7
5 years 0.0 -
6 years 3.0 0.0

Race:
White 80.9 3.7
Black 12.5 3.2
Spanish surname 4.4 4.5
Other 2.2 0.0

Sex:
Mal 83.5 4.3
Seroale 16.5 0.0

Marital status:
Single 84.9 4.3
Married 15.1 0.0

Educational level:
Non-high school
graduate 8.2 9.8

High school graduate 66.7 2.4
Some college 23 3 5.2
College graduate _.8 0.0

a/Based on questionnaire responses from 498 Air Force recruits.

b/Percentages may not add due to rounding.
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APPENDIX II APPENDIX II

VEAP ENROLIMENT RATES

BY VARIOUS DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS (note a)

NAVY

Demographic Respondents
characteristic (note b) Enrollees

-( percent)

Respondents 100.0 21.3

Pay grade:
E-1 65.2 17.4
E-2 7.9 38.5
E-3 25.4 25.6
E-4 and above 1.4 28.6

Term of enlistment:
3 years 13.0 15.6
4 years 60.8 22.7
5 years 3.0 13.3
6 years 23.2 21.9

Race:
White 79.3 20.3
Black R.5 28.6
Spanish surname 5.9 20.7
Other 6.3 25.8

Sex:
Male 89.8 21.5
Female 10.2 20.0

Marital status:
Single 95.9 20.6
Married 4.1 15.0

Educational level:
Non-high school

graduate 20.7 10.8
High school graduate 55.3 19.9
Some college 21.1 35.6
College graduate 2.9 21.4

a/Based on questionnaire responses from 492 Navy recruits.

b/Percentages may not add due to rounding.
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VEAP ENROLLMENT RATES

BY VARIOUS DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS (note a)

MARINE CORPS

Demographic Respondents
characteristic (note b) Enrollees

(percent)

Respondents 100.0 12.6

Pay grade:
E-1 74.7 11.3
E-2 24.7 16.3
E-3 .4 50.©
E-4 and above .2 0.D

Term of enlistment:
3 years 34.9 10.1
4 years 64.0 14.3
5 years 0.0 -
6 years 1.1 0.O

Race:
White 69.1 12.7
Black 21.2 10.7
Spanish surname 7.7 15.6
Other 1.9 15.4

Sex:
Male 89.5 11.0
Female 10.5 26.7

Marital status:
Single 94.9 12.9
Married 5.1 6.9

Educational level:
Non-high school

graduate 32.1 5.5
High school graduate 51.0 14.1
Some college 16.0 18.7
College graduate .9 80.0

a/Based on questionnaire responses from 570 Marine Corps
recruits.

b/Percentages may not add due to rounding.
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VEAP ENROLLMENT RATES

BY VARIOUS DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS (note a)

COAST GUARD

Demographic Raspondents
characteristic (note b) Enrollees

(percent)--

Respondents 100.0 32.8

Say grade:
E-1 98.5 33.3
E-2 1.0 0.0
E-3 .5 0.0
E-4 and above 0.0 -

Term of enlistment:
3 years 0.0 -
4 years 98.5 32.8
5 years 0.0 -
6 years 1.5 33.3

Race:
White 85.6 33.1
Black 8.9 27.8
Spanish surname 3.0 16.7
Other 2.5 60.0

Sex:
Male 100.0 32.8
Female 0.0 -

Marital status:
Single 94.0 33.9
Married 6.0 16.7

Educational level:
Non-high school

graduate 13.9 21.4
High school graduate 54.2 35.8
Some college 29.9 35.0
College graduate 2.0 0.0

a/Based on questionnaire responses from 201 Coast Guard
recruits.

b/Percentages may not add due to rounding.
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RESPONSES TO QUESTIONNAIRES

ADMINISTERED TO RECRUITS

To determine current VEAP enrollment rates, compare VEP
enrollees and nonenrollees, and gain some insight as to why
more service recruits had not enrolled in VEAP, we gave
questionnaires to 2,565 recruits at 9 training centers.
Recruits eligible for VEAP totaled 2,534. Of these, 512
or about 20 percent had enrolled in VEAP as shown in the
table below.

Service -
Coast

Air Marine Guard
Army Navy Force Corps (note a) Total

Number of
recruits
surveyed 780 500 503 579 203 2,565

Number of
recruits
eligible 773 492 498 570 201 2,534

Number of
partici-
pants 251 105 b/18 72 66 512

Percentage of
eligible
partici-
pants 32.5 21.3 3.6 12.6 32.8 20.2

a/We did not give questionnaires to recruits at Cape May
because the recruits did not get the opportunity to enroll
there.

b/None of the 82 female recruits who responded to our ques-
tionnaire enrolled in the program.
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RESPONSES TO QUESTIONNAIRES

ADMINISTERED TO RECRUITS

The nonparticipating recruits most frequently checked
the following reasons a/ for not enrolling in this program.

Percentaqe of nonenrollees
Air Marine Coast

Army Navy Force Corps Guard Total

-- "I plan to sign
up for the pro-
gram later.' 39 49 51 51 49 48
(note b)

-- "I have not de-
cided whether or
not I want to go
to school when
I get out of the
service." 39 43 27 40 44 39
(note c)

-- "I cannot afford
to participate
in the program
at the present
time." 32 34 30 46 33 36

-- "I plan to get
my education in
the service." 30 33 38 40 32 35

a/Recruits were permitted to check more thi.: one r-. son for
not enrolling.

b/In view of the minimum 4-year enlistment in the Air Force,
this might be a more reasonable response for Air Force
recruits than for recruits of other services. However,
the data available indicates that very few permanent duty
personnel are likely to enroll.

c/This reason was not included in the Ft. Jackson question-
naire, thus the percentage is based on the responses of
354 nonenrollees at Fts. Bliss and Dix.
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RESPONSES TO QUESTIONNAIRES

ADMINISTERED TO RECRUITS

We also : . - these recruits where they first learned
about VEAP. .e table below shows their responses.

Percentage of recruits (-ote a)
Air Marine Coas-

Army Navy Force Corms Guamr

Learned before arrival
at AFEES: 63 67 71 69 54

Recruiter (44) (52) (53) (48) (23:
Parent/friends,

etc. (16) (12) (16) (17) (26)
Advertising ( 3) ( 4) ( 3) ( 3) ( 5)

Learned at AFEES 15 5 8 4 1

Learned at basic
training 22 27 21 26 43

No response - - - 1 _

Total 100 100 100 100 100

a/Percentages may not add due to rounding.
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RESPONSES TO QUESTIONNAIRES

ADMINISTERED TO RECRUITS

Finally, we asked nonparticipants whether they would
have enrolled in VEAP if the minimum monthly contribution
were reduced. The following table shows the number of re-
cruits responding for each service and the percentage that
said they would have enrolled if the minimum monthly con-
tribution was $25.

Percentage of participation
Number if minimum monthly

responding contribution was $25

Army 416 49
Navy 382 56
Air Force 461 79
Marine Corps 441 58
Coast Guard 124 60

Total 1,824 61
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APPENDIr I 

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20301

MANPOWER.
RESERVE AFFAIRS

ANO LOGISTICS
7 7 * ;:,78

Mr. Grcgory !. Ahart
Director
Human Res,,urces Division
U. S. General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Ahart:

This is in reply to your letter of July 25, 1978, to the Secretary of Defense
regarding your draft report, "Improvements Needed in Implementation
of the Veterar.s' Educational Assistance Program," OSDi Case #4960, Code 40671.

Subsequeat to receiving your letter, members of my staff met with. members of
your staff to discuss the content of the draft report. Based on those discussions.
your staff revised the draft to include many of our in'ormal comments. We wihs
to commend your staff for their fairness.

We have reviewed the revised draft report and concur with its recommendations.
Accordingly, we will take the following actions:

- expedite publication df the joint Veterans Administration/Department
of Defense Veterans' Educational Assistance Program (VEA") regula-
tions,

- develop a comprehensive, standardized VEAP presentation for Do.D-wide
use,

- insure that the Services present the VEAP briefings at recruit training
centers before the scheduled VEAP enrollment opportunities, and

- track Service participation rates and trends.

Given the need to implement VEAP in a timely manner, there were some errors
made, particularly in regard to explaining the program to recruits. We do not
believe, however, that those deficiencies materially affected the number of
VEAP enrollments. The survey onr.ducted by your staff and reported in your
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revised draft points out what we think are the main reasons why many service-

members do not enroll in VEAP. These are rational reasons for individuals to

elect not to participate and are based on their evaluation of the program as well

as their personal needs.

Further, we also agree with your s' ffs survey finding that reducing the

monthly minimum contribution from £50 to $25 would increase VEAP participa-

tion. As you know, the Department of Defense does not have the authority

under the law to make such a modification.

The Department's comments on the recommendations and observations in the

report are in the enclosure to this letter. We appreciate having the benefit

of your views on these important matters.

Sincerely,

ROBERT B. PIRIE. JR.
Prlmnpal Deputy Assistant Secretary

of Defense (MRA&L)

Enclosure
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE COMMENTS ON THE GENERAL ACCOUNTING
OFFICE REPORT, "IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED IN IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
VETERANS' EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM," UNDATED
(OSD CASE #4960) (CODE 40671)

COMl'NENTS ON GAO RECOMMFNDATIONS:

Recommendation #1: GAO recommends that the Administrator of Veterans'
Affairs and the Secretary of Defense take action to finalize and expedite the
distribution of the joint program regulations which were being developed by
VA and Defense at the conclusion of GAO's fieldwork.

DoD Comment: Concur. DoD has received a draft of the proposed joint
regulations from the Veterans Administration. These regulations have been
reviewed by and concurred in by the Services. The proposed regulations.
which contain guidance of the sort called for in the GAO draf' report, are
presently being staffed within the Office of the Secretary of Defense and
will be promulgated at the earliest possible time. In particular, the joint
regulations will provide a definition of financial hardship and will present
clear, detailed instructions for participant disenrollment.

Recomm .ndation #2: GAO recommends that the Secretary of Defense take
action to insure that program training materials and information presented
to eligible recruits by the various Services are consistent, complete, and
accurate, aid that the recruits receive their in-depth program briefing
before their scheduled enrollment opportunity.

DoD Comment: Concur. DoD plans to develop a standardized VEAP
presentation for use DoD-wide. In addition, the Services will pres.e.t the VEAP
briefings at recruit training centers before the scheduled VEAP enrollment
opportunities.

Recommendation #3: GAO recommends that the Secretary of Defense monitor
implementation of Cie program by the various Services to determine the reasons
for the disparity in participation rates.

DoD Comment: Concur. DoD has developed a data uase which, now that VEAP
is an older, more established program, will allow tracking of participation rates
and trends in enrollment, disenrollment, and re-enrollment by Service and
participant characteristics. Forecasts of future trends will also be possible.
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COMMENTS ON GAO OBSERVATIONS:

Observation: Page 12 - VEAP information presented to eligible recruits
varied among the Services, and. in some instances, the information provided
was inconsistent with the law.

DoD Comment: DoD and Service representatives will meet with staff members
from the Veterans Administration in early October, 1978, to resolve possible
confusions in the interpretation of the law. Subsequent to that n.eeting,
accurate and consistent information on VEAP will be provided to all Service
activities involved in VEAP administration. Such clarification will be in the
form of the standardized DoD presentation mentioned above as well as in
information circulars and bulletins.

Observation: Page 17 - Most VEAP briefings were presented in a neutral
manner and did not actively encourage VEAP participation.

DoD Comment: Throughout the report, there are several statements which
imply that DoD personnel should encourage VEAP participation. The DoD
approach has been to assure that each eligible applicant is made fully aware
of VEAP as one aspect of the full range of available educational opportunities.
The decision to participate in VEAP. or in other programs, must be made solely,
by the individual, as it involves his or her financial resources. The standard-
ized DoD presentation mentioned above will describe the advantages and
disadvantages of VEAP in an objective, factual manner.

(See GAO note p. 56.)

Observation: Page 34 - While the Air Force requires that all servicemembers
receive counseling on educational benefits. including VEAP, within 30 days
after the) arrive at their first and subsequent duty stations and during their
12th month of active duty, few servicemembers so counseled enroll in VEAP.
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DoD Comment: The Air Force continues to require that VEAP information
be provided new personnel when they arrive at their first duty station and
that they also be provided special VEAP counseling during their 12th month of
active duty. This is to assure that each VEAP eligible is reminded of the
program in time to establish maximum benefits during the initial four-year
enlistment if he or she desires to participate. The Air Force reports that
this procedure is now producing increasing numbers of VEAP contributions.

Observation: Newly assigned permanent duty Naval personnel at Orlando
and Great Lakes Recruit Training Centers are counseled on VEAP when they
report for duty. No similar procedure exists at the San Diego Recruit
Training Center.

DoD Comment: The GAO observation fails to note incorporation of re-
current VEAP counseling requirements in the Command Team program as
delineated in the U.S. Navy Retention Team Manual. Corrective action
will be taken to insure the San Diego program is consistent with those at
Great Lakes and Orlando.

Observation: Marine Corps recruiters present VEAP to prospective
recruits as a part of an overall education package and only provide a de-
tailed explanation of VEAP if recruits show an interest in the program.
The recruiters do not sell the program nor is it prominent in Marine
Corps recruiting literature.

DoD Comment: The Marine Corps Recruiting Service (AFEES Liaison
NCO) presently requires each applicant to execute Part I of DD Form 2057.
At this time. the applicant is apprised of VEAP and also of his or her
ineligibility for the G.I. Bill. Applicants seeking detailed VEAP information
may obtain it from the Recruiting Service.

GAO note: T .;ted coimments relate to matters which
_ce discussed in the draft report but omitted

in this final report.
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION
WASHING 'ON. D.C. 20590

AUG Z 5 i
ASSSTAI S[CRttARY
FO AlDOIISTRAlII0

Ir. Henry Esch-.ege
Director
ronmunity and Economic

Development Division
U.S. General Accounting Office
W!ashington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Eschwege:

In response to your letter of July 25, 1973, this is the Department
of Transportation's reply to the General Accounting Office (GAO)
draft report "Improvements Needed in Implementation of the Veterans'
Educational Assistance Program."

We agree with the findings and recommendations of the GA.. report.
The Coast Guard, prior to receipt of the report, had also realized
these problem areas and a draft change to the Personnel Manual (CG-207)
had been initiated. This change describes the prooram and includes
the requirement that recruit training centers brief all traineets 'buc
the program and provide them with an opportunity for enrollment. Prior
to receipt of the report, tne Coast Guard also had in preparation a
CommanJant Instruction which, when published, will provide detailed
guidance in application, disenrollment, and suspension procedures.
Both the change to the Personnel Manual and the Co:rrandant Instruction
are expected to be approved internally by September 1, 197S.

Representatives from each recruit and officer training center and the
Coast Guard recruiter's school attended a briefing at Coast Guard
Headquarters on August 7, 1978. They were fully instructed about the
program by Headquarters personnel in an effort to disseminate correct
and complete information in advance of publication of the pending
written directives.

If we can assist you further, please let us know.

Sincerely,

. 7 rd .Co
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VETERANS ADMINISTRATION
OFFrCE OF THE AoDUIS rR

TO ;
CF VETERA'.s AFF.IRS

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20420

OCTOBER 2 - .978

'Ir. Gregory J. Ahart
Director, Hum.an Reso:!rces Division
U. S. General Accountin: Off ice
441 G Street, N'
Washirgton. DC 2t!5:'3

Dear Mr. Ahart:

l;e have reviewed the July 25, 1978 draft report, 'Improvements
Needed in Implementation of the Veterans' Educational Assistance Pro-
gram," which assesses the armed services' efforts to aid and encourage
uniformed personnel to participate in the Veterans' Educational Assist-
ance Program (VEAP).

This report recommends that the Secretary of Defense and I
take action to finalize and expedite the issuance of the joint VEA? re-
gulations which were being developed by the Veterans Administration (VA)
and the Department of Defense (DOD) at the time the General Accounting
Office (GAO) completed the review. The VA firmly agrees with tnis rec-
ocrmendation and will make every effort to expedite the issuance of the
joint VEAP regulations.

MlesP regulations, which required extensive coordination with
several other FeJeral agencies, contain comprehensive guidelines f3r i:-
plementing VEAP and were completed by the VA and sent to DOD on June 2h,
1978. If there are no major revisions needed after the L)OD review, and
providing they are returned within the next 60 days, we anticipate pub-
lication in the Federal Register for public comnent within the next 9'
days.

We would like to comment on the report conclusions that limited
guidance was issued on a piecemeal basis and tended to be general in na-
ture, and that comprehensive Guidelines for implementation and administra-
tion of the program have not been issued. We believe our actions were as
timely and adequate as circumstances would permit.

Although initial VA publications were not extremely detailed

with regard to every aspect of the program, we believe they were adeouate
under the circumstances. Public Law 94-502 created an entirely new con-
cept in veterans benefits with the VEAP, and VA personnel had no orior

experience in administering this type of program. In addition, the law

made nrny changes to ongoing programs of education which required im-
mediate attention. The first procedural guide, DVB Circular 2('-77-25,
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was coordinated with DOD and was intended to serve as an interim guide
for both VA and DOD. This Circular appeared in the Federal Register on
April 12, 1977, and placed emphasis on handling funds since that is the
initial part of the program. The other part, payment to veterans, did
not begin until several months later.

To implement this program, it was also necessary to design a
computer system to deal with the new method of payment. Instructions
issued at the outset of the program were primarily for the use of per-
sons involved with and somewhat familiar with VA education programs,
such as VA personnel and DOD recruiters and training personnel. The
appearance that instructions were inadequate was due more to underutil-
izati)n of published guidelines, negative attitudes toward the program
and tile lack of a system for monitoring the various elements involved
in the program.

The Program Description contained in the report Introduction
describes the monthly deduction from military pay. It is our opinion
that the minimum S50 VEAP contribution nay be too high for some recruits.
However, this amount is determined by law and before change is suggested,
some of the negative aspects of a lowered contribution level should be
examined. A lesser amount would not be reasonable in light of the high
costs of education today. For example, it would take nine years of con-
tributions at the rate of $S2 per month to reach the S2,70) limit. It
should also be noted that a smaller contribution by the recruit would re-
sult in less money being available. This, in turn, would lead to the
need for a higher Federal contribution.

The report also points out that funds may be held for several
years. Then, if a participant decides not to attend school, contribu-
tions would be refunded without interest. This tends to make the pro-
gram less attractive for service personnel uncertain of their future
educational plan,. Any change in this policy would require legislative
action.

The Veterans' Educational Assistance Program also applies to
employees of the Public Health Service and the National Oceanic and At-
mospheric Administration. No mention was made in the report about the
implementation of the program within these agencies. Although the num-
ber of potentially eligible persons is relatively small, we believe chat
as with the military service elements, these agencies may have similar
problems in the administration of the VEAP program.
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The report criticized the various military service elements
for lack of consistency in presenting information to potentially eli-
gible recruits. If that conclusion is valid, this is a serious defect
in the administration of the program. It would follow then, that the
program could he enhanced if the military service elements strengthened
the content, timing and accuracy of their briefings.

Thank you for the opportunity to review this draft report.

Sincerely,

Administrator

(40671)




